• We reviewed the interaction between light, temperature and herbicides on algal and cyanobacterial physiology.
HIGHLIGHTS
• We reviewed the interaction between light, temperature and herbicides on algal and cyanobacterial physiology.
• Temperature is the main factor affecting herbicide toxicity to algae and cyanobacteria.
• Changes in light environment may modulate the effects of photosynthesis-targeting herbicides.
Important interactions between climatic parameters and herbicide toxicity have been discussed in the literature. As climate changes are expected to influence the growth conditions of aquatic photosynthetic organisms over the next century by modifying the physicochemical parameters of the environment (such as temperature and incident light characteristics), the following questions arise: How will variations in climatic conditions influence herbicide toxicity in algae and cyanobacteria? Are these coupled effects on aquatic photosynthetic organism physiology antagonistic, additive, or synergistic?
We discuss here the physiological responses of algae and cyanobacteria to the combined effects of environmental changes (temperature and light) and herbicide exposure. Both temperature and light are proposed to influence herbicide toxicity through acclimation processes that are mainly related to cell size and photosynthesis. Algal and cyanobacterial responses to interactions between light, temperature, and herbicides are species-specific, making it difficult today to establish a single model of how climate changes will affect toxicity of herbicides. Acclimation processes could assure the maintenance of primary production but total biodiversity should decrease in communities exposed to herbicides under changing temperature and light conditions. The inclusion of considerations on the impacts of environmental changes on toxicity of herbicides in water quality guidelines directed toward protecting aquatic life is now urgently needed.
INTRODUCTION
Climatic changes are expected to influence aquatic photosynthetic organism growth conditions over the next century by modifying physicochemical parameters of the environment such as temperature, precipitation, and incident light characteristics (Finkel et al., 2010) . Changes in water temperature, pH, UV-B in the upper water column (due to ozone depletion), and the introduction of pollutants into waterways induce stress on algal and cyanobacterial communities (Finkel et al., 2010) , affecting their physiological processes. Due to the central role of aquatic photosynthetic organisms for global primary production, the identification of their physiological responses to these changes is essential to our understanding of how these natural and anthropogenic alterations of the aquatic ecosystems will affect the carbon-climate system at a global scale. Parameters linked to the photosynthetic activity of plants have been shown to be useful to study responses to stress conditions (Juneau et al., 2007) , mainly because photosynthesis is directly associated with growth and primary production. Several studies have examined the effects of climatic factors (such as temperature and irradiance) on photosynthesis of aquatic organisms (Huner et al., 2003; Necchi Jr, 2004) . Temperature, for example, has been observed to modulate algal and cyanobacterial photosynthesis by modifying pigment and lipid compositions (and thus membrane fluidity) and enzyme activities (Huner et al., 2003; Necchi Jr, 2004; Chalifour et al., 2014) . Although photoacclimation processes allow aquatic organisms to adjust their photosynthetic apparatus in response to changing light environments, prolonged exposure to high light intensities can induce photoinhibition and photodamage (Huner et al., 2003) .
The development of intensive agriculture in areas near aquatic ecosystems had led to increased agricultural waste load entering these waterways (Costanzoi and Dennison, 2003) . Among the agricultural wastes, nutrient inputs, such as phosphates and nitrates, are known to increase eutrophication of lakes, rivers and coastlines (Costanzoi and Dennison, 2003) , and these nutrients are rarely limiting in these ecosystems. In most laboratorial studies on algal physiological responses, media used contain enough nutrients (like in agricultural area aquatic ecosystems) to allow maximum growth rate, which therefore, are not problematic for physiological processes associated to growth and photosynthesis. Therefore, in this review, the effects of agricultural nutrient inputs will not be considered. In contrast, anthropogenic additions of hazardous compounds to waterways can significantly affect photosynthesis of aquatic organisms (DeLorenzo et al., 2001) , and agrotoxics (mainly herbicides) heavily used in agricultural and industrial practices are notorious for their effects on algal and cyanobacterial physiology and growth (Bérard et al., 1999; Chalifour and Juneau, 2011) . Photosynthesis-targeting herbicides, such as atrazine, simazine and terbuthylazine, act primarily on photosynthetic light reactions and inhibit carbon assimilation (Jursinic and Stemler, 1983) . On the other hand, even if photosynthesis and respiration are not the primary target of some herbicides (such as glyphosate), these metabolic pathways may be also affected by these substances (Qiu et al., 2013; . Although it has been banned or restricted in several countries, PSII inhibitors such as atrazine, simazine and terbuthylazine can be detected in the majority of surface waters of agricultural areas (Comber, 1999) . Together with glyphosate, the most used herbicide worldwide, photosynthesis-targeting herbicides are important contaminants of waters, and therefore, the present review focused on the interaction between environmental factors and these herbicides. Table 1 shows some examples of maximal concentrations of herbicides found in waters around the world. Although light is essential to perform photosynthesis, adequate levels (those that do not induce photoinhibition) are needed otherwise reactive oxygen species (ROS) accumulation and photosynthetic activity decrease will occur (Waring et al., 2010; McGinty et al., 2012) . Similarly, temperature needs to be optimal in order to maintain maximal enzyme activity (Huner et al., 2003; Necchi Jr, 2004) , including antioxidant enzymes necessary to keep ROS under non-harmful physiological levels. The deleterious effects of some herbicides on photosynthesis have been shown to be associated with cell oxidative bursts due to ROS accumulation (Jursinic and Stemler, 1983; Cuypers et al., 2001; Romero et al., 2011; which promotes lipid peroxidation, leading to the destruction of cell membrane systems such as, chloroplast thylakoids (Li et al., 2006; Hao et al., 2010) . In this context, a physiologically interconnected interpretation of the environmental condition (natural and anthropogenic factors) impacts on aquatic organism's primary production is needed.
The impacts of some herbicides such as the bipyridinium (i.e., diquat and paraquat) and fluometuron are closely linked to climatic factors such as light. Indeed, in presence of light, bipyridinium herbicides inhibit photosynthesis by intercepting electrons from the reducing side of PSI, forming relatively stable free radicals; in the presence of oxygen, the bipyridinium free radical is then oxidized, which leads to the formation of a highly activated oxygen species that promote cellular oxidative bursts (DeLorenzo et al., 2001) . Fluometuron, in turn, on the top of its action on PSII electron transport (Wilkinson et al., 2015) inhibits carotene biosynthesis and deprives cells of their photo-oxidative carotene shield-leading to chlorophyll degradation and decreases in photosynthetic rates (DeLorenzo et al., 2001 ). In the absence of light, however, neither of these herbicides is effective (Sikka and Pramer, 1968; Corbett et al., 1984) . Similarly, temperature has been shown to modulate atrazine toxicity in microalgae (Chalifour and Juneau, 2011) . These results indicate the existence of important interactions between climatic parameters and the toxicity of herbicides. In this context, the following questions arise: How do variations in climatic conditions influence herbicide toxicity in algae and cyanobacteria? Are their coupled effects on photosynthetic aquatic organism's physiology antagonistic, additive, or synergistic?
We discuss here the physiological responses of algae and cyanobacteria (both phytoplanktonic and periphytic since their physiological processes are similar) to the combined effects of environmental changes (temperature and light) and herbicide exposure. Firstly, physiological processes associated to aquatic photosynthetic organism acclimation to changes in temperature and light conditions are presented. Then, the interactive effects of changes in temperature or light conditions and herbicide toxicity to algae and cyanobacteria are discussed. In addition to contributing to the field of plant physiology, this review provides unique perspectives for better understanding natural aquatic photosynthetic organism community responses to herbicides in the context of climate change.
ACCLIMATION
Acclimation is the process by which organisms can adjust to environmental changes and maintain their performance levels under new environmental conditions. By modifying their physiological responses, aquatic photosynthetic organism communities can deal with different conditions of temperature, light (Davison, 1991) , and contaminant exposure. Although acclimation processes may initiate within just few hours (Davison, 1991) , acclimation/adaptation times reported for microalgae can vary from hours to many weeks (Davison, 1991; Chalifour and Juneau, 2011; Larras et al., 2013) -an important aspect that must be considered in studies evaluating algal and cyanobacterial acclimation in response to new environmental pressures.
Thermal-Acclimation
Temperature is an important regulating factor for primary production in aquatic environments as it controls fundamental organism functional properties such as photosynthesis, respiration, and nutrient uptake (Staehr and Sand-Jensen, 2006) . Photochemical processes are influenced by temperature since membrane fluidity and diffusion of electron carriers are modulated by temperature changes (Los and Murata, 2004) . Optimum temperatures for photosynthesis, when carbon assimilation is the highest, are species-specific. In general, however, at low temperatures, the viscosity of the membranes is increased, preventing the transport of associated components into the membranes, while the reverse is observed at higher temperatures (up to a limit where degradation of the membranes and proteins is observed) (Barber et al., 1984) . Moreover, temperature modulates intermolecular collision processes of electron carriers (such as plastoquinone and plastocyanin) that independently of any effects on membrane fluidity per se, increases the oxidation-reduction turnover times of these components under low temperatures (Falkowski and Raven, 2013) . Low temperatures also induce decreased Rubisco activity (Staehr and Sand-Jensen, 2006) . This constraint gradually vanishes, however, as temperature increases across the optimum temperature range, stimulating carbon fixation (Staehr and SandJensen, 2006) . The Calvin cycle enzyme activity also represents a point of temperature modulation of plant photochemistry. In this context, the maximum rate of electron transport is lower under low temperatures and accelerated under higher temperatures (Pimentel et al., 2007) .
Similarly to Calvin cycle, respiratory processes are less active under lower temperatures and activated at higher temperatures, demonstrating that temperature can also modulate mitochondrial activities (Atkin and Tjoelker, 2003) . There is an optimal temperature for photosynthesis; beyond that temperature, the anabolism of carbon skeleton molecules (by respiration, for instance) are greater than their production (by photosynthesis) which leads to decreasing growth rates (and increases in light requirements for survival). Moreover, if temperatures continue to rise, higher membrane fluidity and enhanced protein and enzyme degradation rates (Daniel et al., 1996; Los and Murata, 2004) will decrease aquatic photosynthetic organism performances. It is also important to note that increased metabolism also increases nutrient demands (Rhee and Gothan, 1981) . Nutritional status is directly linked to pigment and enzyme concentrations and, as nutrient availability will vary among different aquatic systems and seasons, it can markedly influence metabolic processes in response to temperature changes (Raven and Geider, 1988) . Similarly, increased membrane fluidity can result in increased cell permeability to water pollutants, which will also modulate algal and cyanobacterial responses to temperature changes.
Algal and cyanobacterial species have the ability to acclimate to changes in water temperatures and can alter their physiological processes within just a few generations (Vona et al., 2004) . At low temperatures, chlorophyll/cell ratio tends to become reduced, while carboxylation activity tends to increase (through increasing Rubisco levels) (Davison, 1991) . These alterations lead to the reduction in light absorption capacity to avoid photoinhibition, while increasing carbon assimilation. Thus, aquatic photosynthetic organism adaptations to low temperatures are basically through acclimation to high photosystem II excitation pressure (Maxwell et al., 1995) . In contrast, under high temperature conditions, thermal acclimation assures a balance between photosynthesis and respiration, and the temperatures required for optimal photosynthesis rates are often lower than those of respiration (Raven and Geider, 1988) . This means that high temperatures will constrain photosynthesis more than respiration, resulting in higher consumption rates of ATP and carbohydrates than production rates (Raven and Geider, 1988) , so that mechanisms allowing acclimation of the photosynthetic apparatus will be crucial in determining algal and cyanobacterial survival. Thermal acclimation modulates also antioxidant system activities that protect proteins and membranes from oxidative stress induced, for example, by low temperatures (Suzuki and Mittler, 2006) . Changes in lipid composition is also a common response of thermal acclimation (mainly to low temperatures) to adjust membrane fluidity (Falkowski and Raven, 2013) , thereby maintaining PSII stability (Hölzl and Dörmann, 2007) while allowing the movement of components in the electron transport chain (Sarcina et al., 2001) .
The influence of temperature on algal and cyanobacterial pigment contents, especially on chlorophyll a (which is generally used to estimate the biomasses of photosynthetic microorganisms), has also received substantial attentionbut inconsistent results have been reported in the literature. Increased chlorophyll content at 10 • C compared to 25 • C have been observed in the mesophilic species Scenedesmus obliquus (Chalifour and Juneau, 2011) . Similarly, chlorophyll and carotenoid contents were lower in the green algae Chlamydomonas reinhardtii grown under 15 • C compared to 25 • C . Chen et al. (2010) , in turns, observed an increased chlorophyll content in the cyanobacteria Microcystis aeruginosa grown at 25 • C in relation to 10 • C. On the other hand, chlorophyll content was not significantly affected by temperature in the diatom Navicula pelliculosa (at 10, 15, and 25 • C) (Chalifour and Juneau, 2011) or in the cyanobacteria Merismopedia tenuissima and Oscillatoria sp. (at 15, 20, 25, and 30 • C) (Coles and Jones, 2000) . Temperature effects on pigment content may therefore vary depending on the algal and cyanobacterial species, the growth temperature, and light intensity. The unimodal relationship between functional properties and temperature can be altered by acclimation processes (Staehr and Sand-Jensen, 2006) . Since aquatic photosynthetic organisms can tolerate relatively large changes in environmental temperatures through the adjustment into their cellular physiology (Staehr and Birkeland, 2006) , the effects of global warming on algal and cyanobacterial productivity could be less dramatic than predicted on studies based on models using non-acclimated species (Atkin and Tjoelker, 2003) .
Photo-Acclimation
Aquatic organisms are exposed to variable light intensities throughout the growing season due to daily and seasonal annual changes in light availability, or to their position in the water column (Dubinsky and Stambler, 2009 ). These modifications in light intensity are amplified by the physical properties of the water and by the presence of suspended particles and dissolved chemicals that attenuate light, creating highly variable light environments depending on the habitats (Smith and Mobley, 2008) . High light levels during sunny days can be sufficient to induce photoinhibition, while light attenuation by the water column may impose restraints on photosynthetic organisms just a few meters below the surface (Smith and Mobley, 2008) . Within this context, photoacclimation processes aid photosynthetic aquatic organism's survival under changing light conditions.
Morphological traits such as interspecific cell size variations, the formation of colonies, filaments, or cell clusters, and cell motility will affect light use efficiency in phytoplankton (Deblois et al., 2013) . Colonial organization is an ecological gain since it provides grazing protection; however, it stablish a condition of lower light availability for cells, once this kind of organization increases density (and thus the sinking rate) at the same time that promotes self-shading (Falkowski and Raven, 2013) . Flagella or vacuoles allow phytoplankton to move in the water column and optimize light harvesting (Falkowski and Raven, 2013) . Pigment variability (chlorophyll, carotenoids, and phycobiliproteins) is also other source of variation in phytoplankton light harvesting capacity (Falkowski and Raven, 2013) . It is also known that the production of ultraviolet-radiation absorbing micosporne-like amino acids (MLAAs) in cyanobacteria varies with the intensity of photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) (Torres et al., 2016) . Together, these characters can influence photoacclimation processes and help to explain the different photoacclimation strategies observed among different algal and cyanobacterial species.
Photoacclimation mechanisms tend to equilibrate light energy harvested and the energy used in metabolism in order to maximize adenosine triphosphate (ATP) and nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH) production in accordance with cellular activities (Falkowski and Raven, 2013) . Some important photoacclimation mechanisms involve modifications in: the sizes of light harvesting complexes (LHC); pigment compositions and concentrations; and the stoichiometry of PSI and PSII, and the components of the electron transport chain (MacIntyre et al., 2002) . Changes in LHC size allow phytoplankton to increase or decrease the energy delivered to their photosystems (Behrenfeld et al., 2004) . Similarly, modifications of chlorophyll contents modulate photon harvesting-increasing or decreasing the energy processed in the photosynthetic apparatus (Deblois et al., 2013) . Additionally, as chlorophyll is an important component of photosynthetic reaction centers (RC), modulation of chlorophyll contents will induce changes in RC stoichiometry (Mauzerall and Greenbaum, 1989) . In addition to the protective roles of photoprotective pigments (i.e., carotenoids), changes in their concentrations also help control the amounts of energy directed to the PS during light harvesting by increasing or decreasing light dissipation as heat (Kirilovsky, 2007) . The non-photochemical processes were also shown to play a critical role in protection against high light when diatoms are exposed to a combination of environmental factors . Finally, changes in PS stoichiometry can increase or decrease PSI to PSII ratios, equilibrating the flow of energy from PSII to PSI and reducing light pressure on the photosynthetic apparatus (Sonoike et al., 2001) . Under low light (LL) conditions, phytoplankton adjust their cellular constituents to increase their light absorption efficiency, which involves down-regulation or de novo synthesis of photosynthetic (chlorophyll) and photoprotective pigments (carotenoids), PS, Rubisco, and ultrastructural cell alterations (Herzig and Dubinsky, 1992) . Under high light (HL) conditions, in turns, photoacclimation allows phytoplankton to avoid photoinhibition and oxidative damage by decreasing their chlorophyll and increasing their carotenoid contents-which are associated with decreases in the numbers of PS and changes in LHC size (MacIntyre et al., 2002) .
Photoinhibition and oxidative stress are closely related. ROS are continuously produced during chloroplast activity: the triplet chlorophyll, the electron transport chain, and the oxygen evolution complex are all ROS production sites (Gomes and Garcia, 2013) , and the over-excitation of PS by HL induces ROS production in phytoplankton (Herzig and Dubinsky, 1992) . Within this context, the activity of antioxidant systems (i.e., antioxidant-enzymes) is another site of modulation of the photoacclimation process (MacIntyre et al., 2002) . Little attention, however, has been given to this important physiological aspect that may be intrinsically related to algal and cyanobacterial survival under light changing environments.
Although acclimation processes may assure their survival under environmental changes in temperature and light conditions, algae and cyanobacteria in aquatic systems are also exposed to hazardous compounds, such as herbicides, and their ability to cope with these compounds may be influenced by the physiological responses to changes in temperature and light conditions. In the following section, the interaction between temperature/light herbicides is discussed.
TEMPERATURE AND HERBICIDES IN PHYTOPLANKTON AND PERIPHYTON

General Concern
Anthropogenic disturbances that occurred over the past century have driven relatively rapid changes in environmental temperatures resulting in global warming, affecting both land and aquatic habitats (Knutti et al., 2016) . As temperature is a major determinant of the broad-scale distribution of organisms (Haidekker and Hering, 2008) , one important factor of biological responses to climate change will be the extent of those temperature changes (Deutsch et al., 2008) .
Fluctuations in growth temperatures are known to alter the effects of chemical stressors (Folt et al., 1999; Chalifour and Juneau, 2011) , but the implication of these interactive effects has not been yet addressed in standard toxicity test protocols (Folt et al., 1999) . The interactions of combined chemical and physical stressors may create effects that are either greater than, or lesser than, those of each stressor alone (Crain et al., 2008) . Consequently, it is essential to understand when natural variations in environmental variables modify the toxicity of water pollutants and to incorporate this knowledge into environmental regulation and risk evaluation and mitigation strategies (Chen et al., 2008) .
Pollutants and temperature are two environmental factors that can affect algal and cyanobacterial photosynthesis and growth in natural environments. Pollutants often inhibit photosynthesis and growth, which are also affected by changes in temperature. Temperature modulates the enzymatic activities involved in repair processes (including the activation, synthesis, or repair of damaged molecules) (Sobrino and Neale, 2007) needed to counteract the damages induced by exposure to pollutants. Temperature can also interact additively or synergistically with pollutants, accentuating their detrimental effects on cellular mechanisms (Bicalho et al., 2017) .
Numerous studies have demonstrated the increasing frequency of chronic or acute pollution of waterways with high levels of pesticide (especially herbicide) residues (IFEN, 2006; Sullivan et al., 2009; Giroux, 2015) . Aquatic environments near agricultural fields receive direct and indirect herbicide inputs that may impact the primary production of algae and cyanobacteria communities (and therefore other trophic levels) (DeLorenzo et al., 2001 ). In the following sections the interaction between temperature and some herbicides are reviewed.
Case of PSII Inhibitors and Temperature
Atrazine (6-chloro-N-ethyl-N ′ -(1-methylethyl)-1,3,5-triazine-2,4,diamine) is the most frequently detected herbicide in aquatic systems (Rebich et al., 2004; Giroux, 2015) . Atrazine concentrations can exceed the general quality standard for surface and drinking water (5 µg l −1 ) (Giroux, 2015) . Values ranging from 9 to 25 µg l −1 in Europe (Croll, 1991; Legrand et al., 1991) , 87 to 100 µg l −1 in North America (Steinheimer, 1993; Graymore et al., 2001) , and up to 150 µg l −1 in Australia (Graymore et al., 2001 ) have been reported. Although it has been proposed an acute toxicity threshold value of 20 µg atrazine l −1 , (Diana et al., 2000) , under concentrations lower than 20 µg l −1 , atrazine was reported to cause sub-lethal effects in various aquatic organisms such as unicellular algae (DeLorenzo et al., 2001 ). This herbicide interacts with the Q b -binding site on the D1 protein of PSII, resulting in the inhibition of photosynthetic electron transport with consequent ROS formation (Jursinic and Stemler, 1983) . ROS accumulation ultimately induces cellular oxidative bursts that damage pigments and proteins, and the lipids of the photosynthetic apparatus (Gonzáles-Barreiro et al., 2004) . Atrazine and temperature are therefore both environmental factors that affect algal and cyanobacterial photochemistry, and their interactive effects have been previously studied (Bérard et al., 1999; Debenest et al., 2010; Chalifour and Juneau, 2011; Larras et al., 2013) . Since atrazine is mainly applied when water temperatures are still low (<20 • C) in the Northern hemisphere, its interaction with temperature is essential to take into account. The 96-h EC 50 values for growth rate in the green algal species Raphidocelis subcapitata exposed to atrazine (0-250 µg l −1 ) were diminished with decreases in temperature (20 to 5 • C), indicating a higher toxicity at lower temperature (Baxter et al., 2016) . In an in vivo experiment, Bérard et al. (1999) observed that the cyanobacteria Oscillatoria limneltica was twice as sensitive to atrazine (10 µg l −1 ) at low temperature (13 • C) compared to higher temperature (20 • C). The EC 50 for O. limnetica was 24.2 µg l −1 of atrazine at 13 • C, and 52.3 µg l −1 of atrazine at 20 • C. This temperature-sensitivity response was attributed to the low turnover rates of D1 proteins, the specific target site of this herbicide, at low temperature (Bérard et al., 1999) . Since D1 protein turnover is less effective at low temperatures (Ross and Vincent, 1988) , low temperatures contribute to the deleterious effects of atrazine on the photosynthetic apparatus by decreasing PSII activity recovery after atrazine binding. It is important to note here that cyanobacteria are more characteristic of aquatic systems at warmer temperatures (Butterwick et al., 2004) . Therefore, the increased sensitivity of cyanobacteria species to atrazine under low temperatures could be also accentuated by the sensitivity of these species to low temperatures (Elliott, 2010 )-a relevant aspect to be considered in interaction studies. Chalifour and Juneau (2011) attributed the toxic effects of atrazine on phytoplankton growing at low temperatures to their capacity for cell thermal energy dissipation (nonphotochemical energy dissipation processes). They also shown that atrazine (0.1 µM = 21.56 µg l −1 ) reduced the electron transport rate (ETR) and kept the plastoquinone pool in an oxidized state (similarly to light limitation effect) in the green algae S. obliquus and in the cyanobacteria M. aeruginosa. Light limitation of the PSII is known to up-regulate LHCII polypeptide and chlorophyll a accumulation (Wilson and Huner, 2000) , increasing light absorbing capacity of the cells. Due to the blockage of electron transport by atrazine, increased light absorption will therefore result in increased photo-oxidative damage. Additionally, decreases in ETR due to atrazine exposure decreased xanthophyll-cycle-dependent non-photochemical quenching in the green algal cells (Chalifour and Juneau, 2011) that is dependent on the trans-thylakoid pH (Gilmore, 1997) . Decreased non-photochemical quenching (NPQ) was reported for green algae exposed to 0.1 µM atrazine at 10 and 15 • C (Chalifour and Juneau, 2011) . These authors also noted that a toxic M. aeruginosa strain had greater reduction in NPQ at 15 • C than at higher temperatures and was more sensitive to atrazine than the non-toxic strain. Thus, we may advance that atrazine-sensitive populations showed reduced abilities to cope with excess energy at low temperatures. On the other hand, these same authors observed increased effective dissipation in active reaction centers (DI 0 /RC) in the diatom N. pelliculosa at low temperatures (10 • C) when exposed to atrazine. This increase in the efficiency of excess energy dissipation was related to the high atrazine tolerance of this diatom (as compared to the other species studied). In their study on Anabaena circinalis populations acclimated to increased photon flux densities (PFD -50, 130, and 230 µmol·m −2 ·s −1 of PAR), Millie et al. (1992) observed that decreasing photosynthetic activity and pigment content (chlorophyll a and carotenoid) coincided with increasing PFD. Interestingly, increased sensitivity to simazine (another triazine herbicide that also blocks PSII electron transport) was also seen with increased PFD. These authors concluded that sensitivity to PSII inhibitors was influenced by alterations in the pigment content. High light and low temperature acclimation are similar conditions in terms of light excitation pressure (Maxwell et al., 1995) and, in this context, the acclimatization of photosynthetic aquatic organisms sensitive to atrazine is related to their pigment contents and their thermal energy dissipation abilities. The important role of carotenoids as ROS scavengers and in protecting photosystems from oxidative bursts by quenching the deleterious effects of triplet chlorophyll and singlet oxygen is well-established (Boussiba, 2000) . Additionally, since β-carotene is involved in the xanthophyll biosynthetic pathway in algal cells (Bouvier et al., 1996) , modulation of carotenoid contents could directly affect their NPQ ability.
In several countries where atrazine was banned for agricultural usage, triazine (PSII-inhibitors), such as terbuthylazine (TBA) and simazine (SIM), has been used as substitutes, and significant concentrations (from 0.57 to 694.32 ng l −1 and 1.45 ng l −1 to 25.96 ng l −1 for TBA and SIM, respectively) of these herbicides and their byproducts were observed in aquatic environments (Carafa et al., 2007) . It was found that concentrations of these herbicides in aquatic environments followed a clear seasonal pattern, with higher concentrations being detected during spring periods (Carafa et al., 2007) . Studying the effects of temperature increase (from 15 • C to, 25 • C) on cellular responses of the marine diatom Skeletonema marinoi to environmental to sub-lethal levels (1, 5, 10, 20, and 30 µg l −1 ) of TBA, Fiori and Pistocchi (2014) , observed that this species was quite resistant to TBA exposure at 15 • C. However, enhanced temperature increased the algal sensitivity to this herbicide. According to the authors, the low division rates associated with the high nutrient uptake rates at the lowest temperature may contribute with the gradual adaptation of the algal photosynthetic apparatus to the PSII inhibition caused by TBA. Moreover, it is shown that diatoms were more sensitive to triazine herbicides than other species (Bérard et al., 1999; Bérard and Benninghoff, 2001; Chalifour and Juneau, 2011) including harmful flagellate species, specially under rising temperatures. Therefore, the shift in photosynthetic aquatic community composition due to herbicide run off in coastal areas associated with increasing temperatures could led to losses in some essential species for global primary production such as S. marinoi.
Other important PSII inhibitor herbicides observed in aquatic systems are diuron, isoproturon and terbutryn, with concentrations up to 0.47 µg l −1 (Giroux, 2015) , 0.12 µg l −1 (Reupert and Ploeger, 1989) and 5.60 µg l −1 , (Quednow and Püttmann, 2007) , respectively, being reported. By evaluating the effects of temperature (18, 21, 24 and 28 • C) and two concentrations of an equitoxic mixture of diuron (5.36 or 32.63 µg l −1 ), isoproturon (4.74 or 28.87 µg l −1 ), atrazine (4.96 or 30.19 µg l −1 ), and terbutryn (5.55 or 33.78 µg l −1 ) on freshwater periphytic algae, Larras et al. (2013) noted lower sensitivities of the diatoms when grown at higher temperatures. Similarly, Tasmin et al. (2014a,b) observed that rising water temperatures (from 10 to 30 • C) reduced the toxicity of diuron (up to 32 µg l −1 ) on the green algae Pseudokirchneriella subcapitata. This could be due to the smaller biovolumes of these organisms compared to the other species and to their decreased herbicide uptake rates (Tang et al., 1998; Larras et al., 2013) . As seen with herbicides, decreased biovolumes will also limit nutrient uptake in diatoms-so that additional tolerance mechanisms involving better nutrient recycling, or specialized mechanisms of nutrient uptake with herbicide avoidance, may also be involved. In this context, it is important to note that temperature modulation of lipid composition is necessary to maintain membrane fluidity. This acclimation is important to assure efficient photosynthetic electron transport (which is dependent upon membrane-protein interactions) (Morgan-Kiss and Dolhi, 2012). Changes in membrane composition, however, can also drive changes in membrane permeability, reducing or increasing the penetration of pollutants into the cells (Tuckey et al., 2002) , thus modulating their inhibitory effects on photosynthetic aquatic organisms.
Case of Glyphosate and Temperature
The introduction of glyphosate-resistant (GR) plants (Coupe et al., 2012) has resulted in glyphosate [N-(phosphonomethyl)glycine) becoming the most widely used herbicide worldwide. Due to its high water solubility and extensive use, glyphosate exposure of non-target aquatic organisms is a growing concern (Tsui and Chu, 2003) . While glyphosate has been detected in many aquatic systems it rarely exceeds a few micrograms per liter (Pesce et al., 2008 (Pesce et al., , 2009 ), which could be related to its rapid degradation to its major metabolite, aminomethylphosphonic acid (AMPA) (Kolpin et al., 2006; Borggaard and Gimsing, 2008) . In surface waters, concentrations ranging from 1 to 50 µg glyphosate l −1 and from 4 to 48.9 µg AMPA l −1 were reported in Europe (Horth and Blackmore, 2009 ), while in Canada, concentrations observed were ≤ 40.8 and ≤ 1.1 µg l −1 for glyphosate and AMPA, respectively (Giroux, 2015) . AMPA has been identified as toxic to higher plants (Reddy et al., 2004) , and was shown to disrupt chlorophyll biosynthesis ; its effects on algae and cyanobacteria, however, have not been thoroughly investigated.
Algal and cyanobacterial tolerance to glyphosate can vary among the species, but phytoplankton are generally considered tolerant to this herbicide (Wong, 2000; Tsui and Chu, 2003; Arunakumara et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2016) . Glyphosate and AMPA have been shown to be degraded by cyanobacteria activity in aqueous environments (as reviewed by Arunakumara et al., 2013) , and glyphosate mineralization could be related to the low glyphosate sensitivity of phytoplankton. StachowskiHaberkorn et al. (2008) observed shifts in microbial diversity in in situ microcosms in a coastal ecosystem treated with low concentrations of Roundup (<10 µg l −1 ). Glyphosate (e.g., at 150 µg kg −1 of sediment dry weight) also affected freshwater sediment microbial communities (Widenfalk et al., 2008) . Some toxic effects of a commercial formulation of glyphosate (Factor 540-at 50 µg l −1 of glyphosate) on photosynthesis and growth were recently demonstrated for various phytoplankton species (Smedbol et al., under revision). These observations suggest that glyphosate exposure may affect photosynthetic aquatic organism communities, possibly by a glyphosate herbicidal mode of action or through glyphosate mineralization. Additionally, the growth of species able to degrade glyphosate and AMPA may be stimulated, as glyphosate mineralization represents a potential source of nutritional phosphorus and nitrogen (Widenfalk et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2016) .
The detrimental effects of glyphosate are due to its inhibition of the enzyme 5-enolpyruvylshikimate-3-phosphate (EPSP) synthase (an enzyme of the shikimate pathway), which prevents the biosynthesis of aromatic amino acids (Siehl, 1997) , leading to the reduction of protein synthesis. It has also been reported that glyphosate has detrimental effects on photosynthetic processes that could be directly or indirectly linked to glyphosate-induced reductions of plastoquinone (PQ) biosynthesis (Cobb and Reade, 2010; Gomes et al., 2017b) and chlorophyll concentrations . Reduction of PQ and chlorophyll contents will directly affect the chloroplast electron transport rate (ETR). Additionally, PQ is a co-factor of phytoene desaturase and ζ -carotene desaturase, during carotenoid synthesis (Sandmann et al., 2006) , and decreased PQ content could therefore decrease cell carotenoid and xanthophyll contents [as β-carotene is known to be the precursor of the xanthophyll cycle (Bouvier et al., 1996) ]. This would result in decreased thermal dissipation of excess energy, leading to ROS accumulation and oxidative bursts that would ultimately induce decreases in photosynthetic activity (Figure 1) . Glyphosate was also proposed to affect photosynthesis by the overproduction of ROS in mitochondria due to its inhibitory effect on respiratory electron transport chain; once produced in mitochondria, ROS leave mitochondria, entering in chloroplast where they inducing oxidative damages to photosynthetic apparatus, decreasing photosynthesis .
As with other herbicides, glyphosate toxicity in the environment can be modulated by climatic conditions, especially by temperature (Pesce et al., 2009 ). However, studies on algae and cyanobacteria involving combined glyphosate and temperature effects are quite scarce. Pesce et al. (2009) demonstrated that glyphosate (10 µg l −1 ) effects on riverine microorganisms are seasonally dependent, with no difference in algal community genera distributions being observed between control and treated microcosms in the spring, although there were marked differences between the algal communities in the summer, with the disappearance of three algal genera (Asterionella, Cyclotella, and Oocystis) in glyphosate-treated microcosms. Although differences occurred in the species found between the two seasons, they noticed that glyphosate had no effect on chlorophyll a concentrations. While glyphosate did not affect total community biomass, it had inhibitory effects on the reproduction of Asterionella, Cyclotella, and Oocystis during the summer (Pesce et al., 2009) , indicating that glyphosate-tolerant species became more representative in the community biomass. More recently, Baier et al. (2016) observed reduced algal diversity (Shannon-and Evenness-index) by glyphosate (1.5, 3, and 4 mg l −1 ) under increased temperatures. This suggests that responses of natural communities to glyphosate can vary with changing environmental conditions, and that temperature can modulate glyphosate toxicity in algae (Pesce et al., 2009) .
As mentioned previously, glyphosate was proposed to impair respiration by inhibiting the mitochondrial electron transport chain, leading to direct ROS formation Gomes et al., 2017a) . As higher temperature stimulates respiration (Falkowski and Raven, 2013) , decreasing metabolic rates under lower temperatures can lead to decreased ROS production, mainly through the slowing of respiratory FIGURE 1 | Effects of temperature on the toxic effects of glyphosate and atrazine on photosynthetic aquatic organisms. Both glyphosate and atrazine can induce reactive oxygen species (ROS) accumulation, which will increase lipid peroxidation (MDA) and lead to oxidative bursts and membrane destruction (thylakoids), thus contributing to decreases in photosynthetic rates (ETR). Temperature can modulate the deleterious effects of atrazine and glyphosate exposure by: (1) inducing changes in cell biovolumes and lipid composition, and therefore herbicide uptake; (2) modulating enzymatic activity, including antioxidant systems and cell respiratory metabolism (which are both related to ROS content), as well as D1-protein recovery and the Calvin Cycle (which are involved in ETR and photosynthetic rates); (3) modulating pigment contents, especially of carotenoids, which are linked to thermal dissipation capacity, ROS, and the synthesis of xanthophylls; and (4) modulating membrane fluidity and the diffusion of electron carriers (which are related to ETR).
pathways. It is important to note, however, that temperature might modulate the activity of antioxidant systems, which are directly related to the control of ROS amounts in cells. The decreased activity of enzymatic antioxidant systems under low temperatures can lead to a less efficient ROS scavenging system, leading to their accumulation and deleterious effects (Figure 1) . In contrast, although the increase in respiration could lead to increased ROS formation in glyphosate-exposed cells (due to increased glyphosate uptake and respiration activity), the increased activity of antioxidant system under physiological higher temperatures could prevent increases in the oxidative status (Figures 1, 2) .
Herbicides such as atrazine (as well other photosynthesistargeting herbicides) and glyphosate are known to induce oxidative stress in photosynthetic aquatic organisms (DeLorenzo et al., 2001; Romero et al., 2011) . It was shown that different species have various susceptibility to oxidative stress and thermal acclimation ability of the antioxidant defenses (Choo et al., 2004; Lohrmann et al., 2004; Bouchard and Purdie, 2011) . It is known that the cyanobacteria M. aeruginosa decreases its metabolic activity when temperature is increased to a level that is considered stressful (Jochem, 1999) . This may explain the decreased oxidative stress (ROS cell −1 ) when M. aeruginosa cultures were transferred from 25 to 35 • C (Bouchard and Purdie, 2011) . In contrast, higher lipid peroxidation was observed at 15 • C when compared to 26 • C in the green algae Cladophora glomerata and Enteromorpha ahlneriana, which could be related to temperature modulation of their antioxidant enzymes since decreased ascorbate peroxidase (APX) activity was, in fact, observed when these algae were grown at 15 • C (Choo et al., 2004) . The modulation of antioxidant systems may therefore also be related to algal and cyanobacterial tolerance to herbicides under changing temperature regimes, although this important physiological process has not yet gained much attention, and inter-connected physiological evaluations of experimental results are missing. Xanthophylls, for example, is involved in the thermal dissipation of excess energy-while also contributing to ROS scavenging and increasing membrane stability by decreasing membrane susceptibility to lipid peroxidation (Havaux, 1998) . In this context, pigment (carotenoid) content (as proposed by Millie et al., 1992) , thermal dissipation (as proposed by Chalifour and Juneau, 2011) , and oxidative stress could all be linked to the temperature modulation of herbicide toxicity in algae and cyanobacteria (Figure 2) .
Temperature and herbicides could have both antagonistic and synergistic effects on photosynthetic aquatic organisms. Furthermore, temperature modulates uptake and metabolism of pollutants, which have important applied implications in respect to removal and fate of these pollutants in aquatic systems. Raising temperatures can significantly favor their removal by more tolerant algal and cyanobacterial species (which is of interest for reclaiming projects) but will drastically increase herbicide FIGURE 2 | Effects of low temperature and high physiological temperatures on the toxic effects of glyphosate on phytoplankton. Glyphosate herbicidal effects are due the inhibition of 5-enolpyruvylshikimate-3-phosphate (EPSP) synthase activity in chloroplast but it is also known to block mitochondrial electron transport chain, inducing reactive oxygen species (ROS) formation. Low temperature decrease both glyphosate uptake (by modulating membrane permeability) and antioxidant activities, the contrast being expected under increased temperatures. Although increasing glyphosate uptake, respiration activity and ROS formation, higher temperatures can induce antioxidant activities, decreasing potential oxidative damages from ROS accumulation. toxicity to sensitive species, leading to possible irreversible changes in photosynthetic aquatic community.
LIGHT AND HERBICIDES IN PHYTOPLANKTON AND PERIPHYTON
General Concern
Phytoplankton success in aquatic environments is linked to their ability to convert light into biochemical energy that can be used in biomass production (Deblois et al., 2013) . Photosynthesis is directly related to photon flux: at the light compensation point, CO 2 input (carboxylation) is equal to CO 2 release (respiration); above the light compensation point, increasing photon fluxes will increase photosynthetic rates in a linear relationship until reaching a saturating point at which factors other than incident light (i.e., the electron transport rate, Rubisco activity, or carbon metabolism) become limiting to photosynthesis. Therefore, photosynthetically active light can be a critical limiting resource for algal and cyanobacterial growth and reproduction.
Predictions of regional or global changes in light availabilities are currently difficult as (in addition to physical characteristics of water) light regimes will vary as a function of photosynthetic aquatic organism growth (Finkel et al., 2010) . The new climatic scenario, however, is set to impose increasing light intensity and solar ultraviolet (UV) radiation on ecosystems due to ozone depletion (Caldwell et al., 2003) that can result in cellular damage and inhibitory effects on photosynthesis, at least in the upper water column (Finkel et al., 2010) . Additionally, global warming will alter circulation patterns, water column stratification, and water layer mixing, resulting in algal and cyanobacterial exposure to high light and UV intensities (Finkel et al., 2010) . In this context, predicted changes in light conditions will probably have an impact on the selection of species possessing strategies to cope with or avoid photoinhibition (Sunda et al., 2002) .
Agricultural wastes increase water turbidity and decrease light availability for photosynthetic aquatic community (Tilman et al., 2001) . Additionally, wind episodes may cause photosynthetic organisms to be exposed to strong light intensity variations during the day (Dubinsky and Stambler, 2009) . In these conditions, algae and cyanobacteria may alter their cellular metabolism and invest more resources to produce UV absorbing compounds (to shield UV-sensitive cellular components) and to increase the metabolic repair processes of PSII after photoinactivation (Finkel et al., 2010; Falkowski and Raven, 2013) . Photoacclimation processes can also alter algal and cyanobacterial cell sizes, as light-limiting environments often result in decreased cell sizes (which help to assure less internal light shading and thus higher light absorption efficiency), where under higher light conditions larger cells are observed (Finkel et al., 2010) . Changes in cellular sizes can also be related to the uptake of pollutants by aquatic organisms, with decreased cell sizes being directly related to decreased contaminant uptake. Additionally, and at same time, once exposed to higher light conditions, small cells are more prone to photoinhibition (Falkowski and Raven, 2013 )-making studies of the effects of water contaminants on algae and cyanobacteria under changing light environments essential.
Case of PSII Inhibitors and Light
Light stress targets the photosynthetic apparatus, as do some herbicides, and photoacclimation processes may therefore directly influence herbicide toxicity in aquatic photosynthetic organisms. The first studies examining the relationships between light and herbicides date from the 1980s (O'Neal and Lembi, 1983; Mayasich et al., 1986) . O'Neal and Lembi (1983) observed that the effectiveness of the herbicide simazine (a triazine herbicide often used to control algal growth in USA and Europe) was influenced by light intensity. These authors found that the inhibitory effects of simazine (0.76 µg l −1 ) on C. glomerata growth (a filamentous algae) increased with increasing light intensity. Similar results were also reported by Millie et al. (1992) , who observed that the deleterious effects of simazine (20, 40, 80, 160 , and 320 µg l −1 ) on photosynthesis in A. circinalis became even greater in photoacclimated populations as photon flux density increased (50, 130, 230 µmol m −2 s −1 ). In this context, the algaecide efficiency of simazine should increase under higher light conditions but be more limited in shaded environments. Millie et al. (1992) demonstrated that increases in simazine-toxicity for high light photoacclimated A. circinalis were correlated with reductions in pigment contents (chlorophyll a, c-phycocianin, and carotenoids), leading the authors to suggest that algal sensitivity to PSII inhibitors is affected by alterations in their pigment contents. In their study of the interactive effects of light (0.208, 0.780, and 1.352 mW/cm 2 ) and atrazine (also a triazine herbicide-0.05 and 0.10 µg l −1 ) on the marine algae Phaeodactylum tricornutum, Mayasich et al. (1986) observed that the inhibitory effects of this herbicide were greater at low light intensities. These authors hypothesized that cells preacclimated to higher light acquired protective mechanisms of sufficient capacity to dissipate atrazine-induced photo-oxidative stress by diverting the excitation energy from PSII to PSI and/or through quenching by carotenoid pigments. Although increases in accessory pigments have been observed in lowlight photoacclimated cells (Guasch and Sabater, 1998) , these authors did not quantify their pigment contents to confirm that hypothesis. It is important to note that other mechanisms besides pigment modulation (i.e., increased antioxidant system efficiency) could be involved in the influence of light on photosynthesis-inhibiting herbicides.
In their studies (using series of eight concentrations from 0 to 4.31 mg l −1 ) of changes in atrazine toxicity during succession in stream periphyton communities, Guasch et al. (1997) observed that communities photoacclimated to higher irradiance levels (150 as opposed to 50 µmol m −2 s −1 ) showed a lower photosynthetic EC 50 (atrazine concentrations inhibiting 50% of the photosynthetic rate)-suggesting a relationship between light conditions during growth and atrazine toxicity in which aquatic photosynthetic organism life histories have a central role in their responses to atrazine. Guasch and Sabater (1998) confirmed this hypothesis in subsequent short-term concentration-response test studies, reporting that periphyton communities that colonized shaded sites showed higher percentages of accessory pigments and were less sensitive (higher photosynthetic EC 50 ) to atrazine than communities from open sites (photoacclimated to higher light intensities), indicating that this herbicide was more toxic to high light-photoacclimated algae.
The importance of the light histories of phytoplankton to their responses to atrazine (from 0.005 to 2.156 mg l −1 ) was also tested by Deblois et al. (2013) who examined the combined effects of different light intensities and atrazine concentrations on 10 phytoplankton species (chlorophytes, baccilariophytes, and cyanophytes) adapted or not to low [LL -76 µmol photons (PAR) m −2 s −1 ] or high [HL -583 µmol photons (PAR) m −2 s −1 ] light intensities. Firstly, these authors observed that cyanophytes were more sensitive to atrazine, indicating a species-dependent response to the herbicide. Additionally, evaluations of photosynthetic parameters indicated a positive relationship between atrazine toxicity and increased irradiance for non-adapted phytoplankton and these authors argued that this relationship could be related to changes affecting electron transport rates due to rapid photoregulatory processes. The availability of light and electron transporters (such as quinones) were advance to be the limiting factors under LL and HL situations, respectively. Indeed, under LL condition and fixed atrazine concentration only a small fraction of the quinone pool needed for photosynthesis would therefore be blocked, attenuating the deleterious effects of the herbicide. In contrast, under HL conditions the entire quinone pool is needed for effective electron transport to avoid photoinhibition, and atrazine would therefore have a more deleterious effect by further limiting the electron transport (and increasing photoinhibitory effect).
These authors also observed that for HL-adapted organisms atrazine has less effect than for the LL-adapted phytoplankton. Deblois et al. (2013) noted that HL-adaptation often increases the size of the electron transport pool (including quinones), increasing the quantity of target sites of atrazine and thus diluting its hazardous effects (Figure 3) . The results of Deblois et al. (2013) on adapted algae and cyanobacteria, therefore, seem to contrast with those of Guasch and Sabater (1998) . However, it is important to note that these authors were working with different levels of biological complexity: while Guasch and Sabater (1998) evaluated the atrazine responses of a periphyton community, Deblois et al. (2013) investigated herbicide effects at the level of individual phytoplankton species. Furthermore, when we take into account that the HL-acclimated (and high atrazine sensitive) community studied by Guasch and Sabater (1998) was predominantly composed of chlorophytes and cyanophytes, the results of Deblois et al. (2013) showing that cyanophytes were more sensitive to atrazine than other phytoplankton groups, are in accordance with the community level study.
Case of Lipid Synthesis Inhibitor and Light
Molinate (a thiocarbamate herbicide) is widely used in China in rice plantations in both pre-and post-emergence applications (Yan et al., 1997) . Yan et al. (1997) evaluated the effects of molinate (5, 25, and 50 µg l −1 ) on Anabaena sphaerica, a filamentous nitrogen-fixing cyanobacterium, and reported that its toxicity was higher under high light conditions (3000 lux FIGURE 3 | The influence of high light (HL) and low light (LL) acclimation on atrazine toxicity in phytoplankton (according to Deblois et al., 2013) . HL-adaptation increases the quinone pool, thus increasing the number of atrazine targets. This dilution effect decreases reactive oxygen production (ROS) due to atrazine-induced photoinhibition, thus decreasing the hazardous effects of that herbicide. In LL adapted cells, on the other hand, the lack of sufficient quinone to maintain electron transport will drastically increase (ROS) production and oxidative damage. compared to 300 lux). Interestingly, molinate was observed to stimulate chlorophyll a biosynthesis in A. sphaerica, although the stimulatory effect was lower under lower light conditions (300 lux) than at 3000 lux. On the other hand, molinate interfered with A. sphaerica protein metabolism, inhibiting the biosynthesis of biliproteins that are important light-harvesting components in cyanobacteria, and molinate toxicity was greater under high light intensity conditions due to decreased organic carbon assimilation (which is known to chelate the herbicide to form an inactive complex, thus diminishing its toxicity).
Case of Glyphosate and Light
In spite of the environmental importance of glyphosate, to our knowledge, only one study examining light effects on its toxicity in photosynthetic aquatic organisms was published. In their study, Wood et al. (2016) examined the effects of changing light intensities (20 and 100 µmol m −2 s −1 ) on glyphosate (50, 200, and 500 µg l −1 ) toxicity to natural benthic communities collected from 4 different rivers in the Great Barrier Reef World Heritage Area (Australia). For the majority of the evaluated taxa (22 of the 26) and for the entire community, no significant interaction between light and herbicide effects at the community levels was found. It is important to note, however, that the response of diatoms to herbicide exposure at the community levels was dependent on prior exposure histories of the sites and can be influenced by intra-specific interactions between taxa (Wood et al., 2016) .
Under a physiological point of view, interaction effects between glyphosate and light conditions can be expected since light modulates the quantities of electron transport components such as plastoquinones that are produced in the shikimate pathway-the target of the herbicide glyphosate. Shick et al. (1999) demonstrated that both UV-A and B radiation stimulate the shikimate pathway, and they evaluated the mycosporine-like amino acid (MAA) contents of the algal partners of colonies of Stylophorapistillata coral that are produced via the shikimate pathway (Bandaranayake, 1998) . Exposure to UV was found to induce MAA accumulation, indicating that the shikimate pathway was stimulated by UV irradiation (Bandaranayake, 1998) . In this context, increased environmental UV could result in either increased or decreased glyphosate toxicity: (1) by inhibiting EPSPs, as glyphosate induces unregulated carbon flux through shikimate pathway, thus disturbing carbon metabolism and several cellular metabolic pathways . Stimulation of the shikimate pathway by UV exposure could therefore increase the negative impact of glyphosate on cell metabolism; (2) by stimulating the shikimate pathway, as previous exposure to UV can increase aromatic amino acid production (the first physiological glyphosate target) and plastoquinone (the secondary physiological glyphosate target) contents of the cells, decreasing the detrimental effects of glyphosate on protein biosynthesis and photosynthesis respectively (for more details see Figure 1 ). Since studies on the interactions between light and glyphosate are at their infancy, additional studies are definitively needed.
Changing light environments can act antagonistically or synergistically with herbicides effects on phytoplankton physiology. Although light-limiting conditions could decreased chemical uptake by reducing cell sizes, it may favor negative effect of photosynthetic-target herbicides in aquatic organisms (when compared to cells photoacclimated to higher light intensities) due to less effective protective mechanisms associated to pigment contents. In this context, we can expect that the increase in light intensities could favor the presence of algal and cyanobacterial species less sensitive to PSII inhibitors (such as atrazine) due to the presence of species having more efficient photoacclimation mechanisms.
FUTURE PERSPECTIVES AND CONCLUSIONS
Changes in temperature and light regimes exert profound effects on phytoplankton metabolic processes as well as on the environment. Therefore, the physiological responses of phytoplankton to aquatic pollutants would be expected to be modulated by environmental changes. Guidelines for the protection of aquatic life have largely been restricted until now to studies carried out at temperatures between 20 and 30 • C (USEPA, 2004; MDDEP, 2008) . New environmental pressures (mainly anthropological) are currently driving changes in environmental conditions, however, especially in terms of temperature and light conditions, studies directed toward the influence of environmental factors on aquatic pollutant toxicity are urgently needed. The use of herbicides has greatly increased over the last few decades, and herbicide contamination, especially of aquatic systems, is a growing concern. Most herbicides (such as atrazine) accumulate in aquatic ecosystems; others (such as glyphosate) are quickly degraded, although the toxicities of their by-products have not been extensively studied. The glyphosate by-product AMPA, for example, has been considered toxic to plants , but no studies of its effects on phytoplankton have been undertaken yet. This presents a double blind spot in the literature: (1) our lack of knowledge concerning the toxicities of pollutants (including some herbicides and large numbers of herbicide by-products) and, (2) our lack of knowledge about how environmental changes can affect herbicide toxicities in aquatic ecosystems.
In attempting to address these questions, a number of authors have conducted studies examining the influences of temperature and light on herbicide toxicity in phytoplankton, but their results have not been consistent or conclusive. Firstly, the duration of phytoplankton acclimation processes have varied among the studies (from a few hours to several days) and no study has compared temperature or light effects on herbicide toxicity over short-vs. long-term timescales. Acclimation processes are of great importance to phytoplankton metabolism, and acclimation histories are central to understand phytoplanktonic responses to herbicides (Guasch and Sabater, 1998) . The duration of phytoplankton acclimation can therefore influence their responses to waterborne contaminants, and this point must be considered when comparing new studies to established models. Secondly, studies have often only used the metrics of growth and photosynthesis to evaluate phytoplankton responses to herbicide exposure under changing environmental conditions. Despite their obvious importance, growth and photosynthesis are not the only physiological aspects that can or should be considered. Many herbicides can induce oxidative stress, although oxidative mechanisms (such as the activities of antioxidant systems, ROS accumulation, and lipid peroxidation) have not been widely used as toxicity markers. Oxidative events are central features in metabolism, as ROS can induce cell damage but also act as cellular signaling molecules (Gomes and Garcia, 2013) . Investigations of these processes can help us to elucidate herbicide toxicity and identify the effects of herbicides on phytoplankton metabolism in an interconnected manner.
It is difficult to predict the effects of environmental changes on herbicide toxicity to phytoplankton as temperature and light can modulate phytoplankton responses to herbicides through acclimation processes. The changes induced at the metabolic machinery level by these climatic factors can either increase or decrease phytoplankton tolerance (even in a species-specific manner). These responses are highly specific and can vary between strains of the same species (Chalifour and Juneau, 2011) . Temperature could possibly modulate the deleterious effects of herbicides such as atrazine and glyphosate by:
(1) inducing changes in cell biovolumes and their lipid compositions, and therefore herbicide uptake; (2) modulating enzymatic activities, including those of antioxidant systems and of cell respiratory metabolism (which are both related to ROS content), as well as D1-protein recovery and the Calvin Cycle (which are involved in ETR and photosynthetic rates); (3) modulating the pigment contents of the cells, especially carotenoids, which are linked to thermal energy dissipation capacity, ROS scavenging, and synthesis of xanthophylls; and (4) modulating membrane fluidity and the diffusion of electron carriers (which are related to ETR). On the other hand, light appears to influence algal and cyanobacterial responses to herbicides (at least those that target photosynthesis) by modulating the numbers of electron transporters (such as quinones) and by increasing or decreasing the concentrations of herbicide binding sites (Deblois et al., 2013) . By modulating metabolic changes (acclimation), both temperature and light can drive herbicide tolerance and will be important factors in selecting species able to survive to herbicide contamination. In this context, total primary production may not be affected by the presence of herbicides in aquatic environments although phytoplankton biodiversity will certainly be altered (as observed by Pesce et al., 2009 ). In addition to reducing biodiversity, these interactions can induce eutrophication processes by stimulating herbicide mineralization, for example, or by increasing the nutrient contents of waterways (Stachowski-Haberkorn et al., 2008) .
Among the studied environmental factors, temperature seems to be the most important in driving phytoplankton responses to herbicide contamination. Considering the present literature, we can advise that the season of herbicide application might influence the phytoplankton community in the following sense: at low temperatures, herbicide application may reduce cyanobacterial community, since these species are quite sensitive to low temperature (Butterwick et al., 2004) . On the other hand, at warmer temperatures, cyanobacteria may have higher tolerance to the hazardous effects of herbicides, and their growth may be favored compared to other groups of algae and cyanobacteria. Since many cyanobacteria can produce harmful toxins, their dominance induce, on top of herbicide presence, another environmental problem. In this context, the use of herbicide during the summer (or in equatorial and tropical regions) might represent an additional ecological constrain, as it can induce hazardous cyanobacterial blooms. In turns, light conditions appear to be more linked to herbicide efficiency, as found for the algaecide efficiency of simazine (Millie et al., 1992) . However, it is important to consider that ozone depletion will induce increased UV radiation, which influences phytoplankton performance. However, few studies have been conducted regarding the interaction between UV and herbicides.
As an overview, the published literature emphasizes the importance of light regimes and temperatures on herbicide toxicity to algae and cyanobacteria-although it is difficult today to establish species-specific models of how climate change will affect phytoplanktonic and periphytonic responses to herbicides. Acclimation processes will affect the selection of algal and cyanobacterial species able to survive under conditions of herbicide contamination, assuring sustained primary production, although this process will necessarily decrease biodiversity. More investigations are needed to determine how these interactions will influence the success of organisms of different taxa, and it will be important to include environmental changes as variables in any new guidelines proposed for the protection of aquatic life forms. Finally, guidelines should be re-evaluated based on field studies, instead of being developed based on only in situ evaluations.
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